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The numerical range of a bounded linear operator A on a complex Hilbert 
space 8 is by definition the set 
W(A) = ((Ax, x) : 11 x 11 = l}. 
The basic facts concerning W(A) are that it is convex and its closure contains 
the spectrum o(A) of A. Clearly, W(A) is a unitary invariant of A, but not in 
general a similarity invariant. 
The results of this paper were motivated by the question: How small 
(large) can the numerical range of a similarity of A be ? Theorems 2 and 3 of 
Section 1 provide answers to these questions. It turns out that Theorem 2 
can be viewed as a generalization of the classical theorem of Lyapunov on 
stability of 12 x n matrices. In Section 2 we indicate this connection (Theo- 
rems 4 and 5). Finally, these results are used in Section 3 to obtain the infinite- 
dimensional version of a related theorem of Ostrowski and Schneider [5]. 
1. Our basic existence theorem is a consequence of the following elegant 
theorem of G.-C. Rota [7]: 
THEOREM 0. If T is a bounded linear operator on &‘, then o(T) is a subset 
of the open unit disk iff there exists an invertible operator S such that 
11 S-lTSI/ < 1. 
We will also need a few facts from von Neumann’s theory of spectral 
sets [4]. A spectral set of an operator T is a closed subset X of the complex 
plane containing o(T) with the property 
II u(T) II < sup{1 44 I : z E X> 
for each rational function u with poles off X. Von Neumann showed that the 
closed unit disk D is a spectral set for any contraction on s. He also obtained 
a mapping theorem for spectral sets which can be formulated as follows: 
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If X is a spectral set of T, then p(X)-- is a spectral set of v( T) for any function 
v(x) which is uniformly approximable by rational functions with poles off X. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be an operator and let C be a closed Jordarr region such 
that o(T) C int C. Then C is a spectral set of some similarity S-ITS of T. 
PROOF. Since int C is simply connected, there is a conformal map p of 
int C onto int D. Moreover g, extends to a homeomorphism of C onto D. The 
function v is analytic in a neighborhood of u(T), and hence, by the spectral 
mapping theorem, the operator p’(T) has spectrum u(p)(T)) = p)(u( T)) C int D. 
By Rota’s theorem there exists an invertible operator S such that D is a 
spectral set of S-$(T) S. But then C = y-l(D) is a spectral set of 
~I-~(S-$J(T) S) = S-lTS. (The last equation follows, for example, by noting 
that q-l(z) may be expanded in a power series which converges uniformly 
on the spectrum of S-+I( T) S.) 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an operator and let C be an open convex set containing 
~(~4). Then there exists an invertible operator S with W(FAS)- C C. 
PROOF. Choose a compact convex subset C, of C such that u(A) C int C, . 
Since C, is a closed Jordan region, it follows from Theorem 1 that C, is a 
spectral set of some similarity S-lAS of A. Then W(S-lAS)- C C, because 
the closure of the numerical range of an operator is the intersection of its 
convex spectral sets [l, 91. 
Since the convex hull of a compact set is the intersection of the open half- 
planes containing it, Theorem 2 is easily recognized as a sharper version of 
the following result of S. Hildebrandt [3]: 
COROLLARY. OS W(S-lAS)- = $fu(A) = convex hull of u(A) for any 
operator A on z?. 
REMARK. The assumption that C is open cannot be deleted in Theorem 2. 
For example, if A is the operator on two dimensional Hilbert space with 
matrix (f i), then for any invertible operator S, the numerical range of S-lAS 
is a disk centered at the origin. r Hence the conclusion of Theorem 2 fails for 
any convex set C having 0 as a boundary point. 
We turn next to the question of how large W(S-IAS)- can be: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that A is not a scalar multiple of the identity, and let 
C be a compact subset of the plane. Then there is an invertible operator S such 
that int W(S-lAS) 1 C. 
1 See the proof of Theorem 3 for example. 
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PROOF. The hypothesis insures that there is a projection P of rank 2 
such that the compression T = PA4 IP(#) of A to the range of P is not a 
scalar multiple of the identity operator on P(Z). Now if S, is an invertible 
operator on P(s), then S = Sc,P + 1 - P is an invertible operator on &’ 
which commutes with P, and this implies that the compression of S-lAS 
to P(Z) is S;lTS, . Since the numerical range of an operator contains the 
numerical ranges of its compressions, it follows that it is sufficient to prove 
the theorem for an operator T on a two-dimensional space. There are two 
cases to consider: 
CASE 1. T has the single eigenvalue A. 
In this case we can choose an orthonormal basis {e, , e,} with respect to 
which T has matrix (t T) with a f 0. It is easy to check that W(T) is the disk 
of radius Q 1 a 1 about A. Now for a given integer n put b = 2(n + 1 X 1 + 1). 
Then there is an invertible operator S such that S-ITS has matrix (“, I;) 
relative to {er , e,). The choice of b insures that W(S-lTS) contains the disk 
1x1 <a. 
CASE 2. T has distinct eigenvalues A, , A, . 
In this case we can choose a similarity A, = S-ITS of T so that the angle 8 
between the eigenvectors of A, is as small as we like. With respect to a 
suitable orthonormal basis A, has matrix 
( 
A, (A, - A,) cot e 
0 4 i 
and W(A,) may be identified [2] as the ellipse with focal points A, , A, and 
eccentricity sin 8. In particular, if Xj = c+ + $Ij (j = 1,2), and if 4 is chosen 
so that 
max 
x2+yul~ 
((x - (Y~)~ + (y - &)“)“” + ((x - a2)’ + (y - 82)2)1’2 < “ii:2 ’ 
then W(A,) will contain the disk 1 z 1 < n. 
REMARK. Rota’s theorem easily gives the formula 
igf 11 S-IAS \j = 1 a(A) 1 , 
where the infimum is taken over all invertible operators S, and the right side 
denotes the spectral radius of A. On the other hand, since the numerical 
radius of an operator is at least & jl A ]I , it follows from Theorem 3 that 
sup I/ S-lAS 11 = 00 
s 
for any nonscalar operator A. 
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2. The Lyapunov theorem referred to in the Introduction is a character- 
ization of those n x n matrices A whose spectra are contained in the right 
half plane H+ = (Z : Re z > O}. The precise statement will be given later. 
First however, we point out that this condition on the spectrum has a very 
natural interpretation in terms of numerical ranges valid in any Hilbert 
space: 
THEOREM 4. The following are equivalent conditions on an operator A: 
(1) a(A) C H+. 
(2) There exists an invertible operator S with 
W(FAS)- C H+. 
(3) There exists a positive invmtible operator P with 
W(P-lAP)- C H+. 
(4) There exists a positive invertible operator P with 
W(AP)- C H+. 
PROOF. Conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 2, and the 
implication (3) -+ (2) is trivial. To see that (2) --f (3), use the polar decompo- 
sition to write S = PU, where P is positive and invertible, and U is unitary. 
Then W(P-lAP) = W( U-lP-lAPU) = W(,!VAS) since the numerical 
range is invariant under unitary transformations. 
The implication (3) -+ (4) is a consequence of the identity 
(AP2x, x) = ((P-lAP) (Px), Px) 
which shows that if W(P-lAP)- C {Z : Re x > 6) for S > 0, then 
W(AP2)- C {z : Re z > S 11 P-1 jf-2}. 
In order to prove (4) --, (1) we will make use of the following simple 
fact [8]: If A and B are operators with 0 4 W(B)-, then 
u(AB-l) C s, 
where the right member of the inclusion is by definition the set of quotients 
a/b with a E W(A)- and b E W(B)-. Using this result, and assuming (4), we 
have 
a(A) = a(AP . P-1) C y;l- , 
and the latter is a subset of H+ since W(P)- is contained in the positive real 
axis. Hence o(A) C H+ and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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For any operator X on Z’, the identity 
2 Re(Xx, x) = (Xx, x) + (X*x, x) = (2(Re X)x, x) 
shows that Re W(X)- = W(Re X)-. I n view of this, Theorem 4 asserts that 
if a(A) C H+, then there is a positive invertible operator P such that the real 
part of AP is positive and invertible. It is natural to ask how many positive 
invertible operators Q one can get as the real part of a suitable product AP. 
Surprisingly enough, all such Q are obtained as the following theorem shows: 
THEOREM 5. These are equivalent conditions for an operator A on S: 
(1) a(A) C H+. 
(5) There exists a positive invertible operator P such that Re (AP) = 1. 
(6) For every positive invertible Q, there exists a unique positive invertible P 
such that Re (AP) = Q. 
PROOF. The implication (6) -+ (5) is trivial, and (5) + (1) is a consequence 
of Theorem 4 and the remark preceding the statement of Theorem 5. It 
suffices therefore to prove (1) + (6). 
To begin with, we can assume that W(A)- C H+. In fact, by Theorem 4 
we have W(R-lAR)- C H+ for some positive invertible operator R, and if (6) 
holds for R-lAR, then, given any positive invertible Q, we can find a positive 
invertible P such that 
(R-lAR) P + P(RA*R-l) = R-IQR-l. 
This gives A(RPR) + (RPR) A* = Q, and since RPR is evidently positive 
and invertible, it follows that (6) holds for A. 
Hence suppose that W(A)- lies in the right half-plane, and consider the 
operator / on B(s) defined by 
J(X) = AX + XA*, x E B(sq. 
Here J = L, + R,, is a sum of two commuting operators, hence 
~(1) C u(L,) + u(RA*) C ~(4 + +*I. 
It follows that the spectrum of J lies in the open right half-plane, and in 
particular, that / is invertible.2 
If now Q is a given positive invertible operator, then, by what was just 
shown, there is a unique operator X satisfying AX + XA* = Q. Taking 
adjoints and adding, we get A(Re X) + (Re X) A* = Q. Since J is 1 - 1, 
2 The reverse inclusion u(J) 3 o(A) + u(A*) is also valid by a theorem of Rosenblum 
[Duke Math. J. 23 (1956), 263-2691, but this is not needed here. 
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we conclude that X is self-adjoint. The following lemma then shows that ZY 
is positive and invertible. 
LEMMA. Assume W(A)- C H+. If W(AX)-- C H’~, then the spectrum of X 
does not meet [- “o, 01. 
PROOF. If t > 0, then 
W(A(X + t))- C W(AX)- + tW(A)- C H+. 
Since the closure of the numerical range contains the spectrum, it follows 
that A(X + t) is invertible, and since A is invertible by assumption, the 
operator X + t = A-l(A(X + t)) is also invertible. 
REMARK. The equivalence of (1) and (6) for n x n matrices A is 
Lyapunov’s theorem. 
3. In this final paragraph we consider a theorem proved by Ostrowski and 
Schneider [5] for n x n matrices A. The result characterizes those A for 
which o(A) does not meet the imaginary axis, and consequently, may be 
viewed as a generalization of Lyapunov’s theorem. Theorem 6 below extends 
their result to the infinite-dimensional case, and its proof shows that it is in 
fact a consequence of Theorem 4. 
Before stating the theorem, note that if A is an operator whose spectrum 
does not meet the imaginary axis, then the Riesz decomposition theorem 
[6]; p. 421) gives a vector space decomposition 2 = Zr 4 Za of Z into 
closed subspaces invariant under A such that the spectra of the restrictions 
A, , A, of A to x1 and &?a lie in the open left and right half-planes respect- 
ively. Now it is an elementary fact that one can find a similarity SFAS of A 
such that the corresponding Riesz subspaces Sr , A!?~ are in fact orthogonal.3 
In other words, to within similarity, A is an orthogonal direct sum 
A = A, @ A, of operators whose spectra lie in the open left and right half- 
planes respectively. 
THEOREM 6. The following conditions on an operator A are equivalent: 
(1) o(A) does not meet the imaginary axis. 
(2) There exists a self-adjoint operator M such that W(AM)- C H+. 
(3) There exists an invertible self-adjoint operator M such that 
W(AM)- C H+. 
s In fact, if E is the idempotent with range X1 , then S = (E*E + (1 - E)*(l - E))-: 
is a suitable choice. 
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PROOF. It is trivial that (3) implies (2). Conversely, if (2) holds, then iVl 
is necessarily invertible: In fact AM is invertible, so that for some operator X 
we have 
XAM = 1 = MA*X*. 
The first equation shows that M is 1 - 1, and the second shows that the 
range of M is s’? Hence (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
To see that (3) -+ (l), note that by the same argument used in Theorem 4, 
we have 
a(A-l) = a(M(AM)-l) C W(M)- 
W(AM)- 
and this implies that the spectrum of A does not meet the imaginary axis. 
Concerning the implication (1) + (3) b o serve first that it is enough to 
prove (3) for a similarity of A. Indeed, if W(S-lAS) M)- C H+ for some 
self-adjoint operator M, then it follows from the equation 
that 
(A(SMS*) x, x) = ((S-lAS) MS*x, S*x) 
W(A(SMS*))- C H+. 
Because of this and the remark preceeding the theorem, we may now assume 
that A = A, @ A, where cr(A,), o(A,) are subsets of the open left and right 
half-planes respectively. Applying Theorem 4 we get positive invertible 
operators Pi on Zi (i = 1,2) such that 
- W(A,P,)- C Hf, W(A,P,)- C H+. 
The operator M = - Pl @ Pz is then self-adjoint, invertible, and since the 
numerical range of a direct sum is the convex hull of the union of the 
numerical ranges of the summands, it follows that W(AM)- C H+. 
Theorem 6 gives a necessary and sufficient condition on an operator A 
so that Re (AM) is positive and invertible for a suitably chosen invertible 
self-adjoint operator M. Using the operator J as in the proof of Theorem 5, 
one sees easily that if 0 $ a(A) + a(A*), then every positive invertible 
operator Q can be written Q = Re (AM) f or some M. A little more generally, 
one can extract the following information from that argument. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose 0 $ u(A) + u(A *). Then 
(1) For every operator Y there exists a unique operator X with 
AX+XA*=Y. 
(2) X is self-adjoint iff Y is self-adjoint. 
(3) If Y is positive and invertible, then X is also invertible. 
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In conclusion, we remark that the hypothesis of Theorem 7 is equivalent 
to the assumption that the equation Re (AX) = Y has a unique solution for 
every nonnegative Y. However, the assumption that Re (AM) = I for some 
invertible self-adjoint operator A!, which is the natural analogue of condition 
(5) of Theorem 5, is strictly weaker. (For example, take A = M = 2E - 1 
where E is a self-adjoint projection f 0, 1.) 
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